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The Frost Odyssey: 
Ultimate Cooler Buying Guide

Key Categories to Consider When Buying a Cooler

Cooler Construction: Rotomolding vs. Injection Molding

When venturing into the realm of coolers, you must understand the difference in manufacturing to 
determine the winners from the losers.

Coolers made by rotomolding are a rugged titan among cooler creations. They boast seamless 
designs, uniform wall thickness, and lasting durability. Rotomolded coolers will stand firm, 
preserving your provisions at an Arctic chill. When it comes to insulating power and ice mastery, 
rotomolded coolers reign supreme, outclassing other constructions by a landslide.

On the other hand, injection molding reveals its charm with sleek, precise designs — making them 
ideal for mass-production with room for customization. Style and functionality merge as one, 
beckoning those who crave aesthetics without the need to preserve ice for an eternity. 

Though they may not match the rugged prowess of their rotomolded models, injection-molded 
coolers possess their own allure for the discerning explorer.

Cooler sizes

When it comes to coolers, size matters — it’s the difference between a lone wolf lunch or a raucous 
beach bash with your tribe.

For quick lunch raids or nimble escapades — opt for a smaller, portable model. But when the call 
of the wild echoes, and the tribe gathers at the beach or on camping quests, choose the might of a 
larger chest cooler.

Pay attention to the capacity, whether measured in quarts, cans, or ice weights. Strike the perfect 
balance, envisioning the ice-to-food-and-drinks ratio — a 2-to-1 pact is recommended to conquer 
the sweltering heat. Don’t forget the revered reusable ice packs, the trusted allies of every true 
explorer!

Consider dimensions, weight, and the art of transportation. Will you need the wheels to ease your 
trek, or can you handle the challenge bare-handed?
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Ice Retention and Cooling Capabilities

The ultimate cooler test lies in their ability to keep your supplies frosty. 
Seek coolers with an ironclad grip on ice — a testament to their insulating might. For example, 
rotomolded coolers contain more insulating material, surpassing their soft shell counterparts in the 
retention department.

Look for coolers with thick insulation and strong sealing power – the hallmarks of ice retention 
champions. With these components, your ice will withstand even the most fiercest infernos.

Although they require a bit more investment upfront, rotomolded coolers remain the guardians of 
frost and frontrunners of longevity.
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Weight and Portability

The weight of a cooler is of utmost importance. Mighty rotomolded giants, with their robust build, 
wield hefty burdens, even when empty. Moving a fully-loaded 60-liter chest demands the strength 
of two, as if hoisting Mjölnir (Thor’s hammer) itself. But lo! A new era dawns, where cooler 
transportation knows no bounds, for the wheels of innovation have graced us.

Some coolers now boast colossal, indomitable wheels — forged to conquer bumpy roads, soft 
sands, and even the greenest of grasslands. But remember, lifting may be necessary at times — 
as you load it proudly into a chariot or embark on a boat voyage.

Wheeled (Rolling) Coolers

Behold, the innovation of wheeled coolers, for they grant the gift of ease to bear the weight of 
feasts untold. With strong and durable wheels, heavy burdens become child’s play, and those of 
lesser strength rejoice in their ability to traverse across lands, pulling their precious cargo with them.

Seek the hallmarks of true warrior companionship: telescoping handles, unyielding construction, 
seals worthy of the gods, and ample storage to stow your bounty. 

Are Expensive Coolers Worth It?

The age-old question lingers: Are expensive coolers worthy of pursuit? Rotomolded wonders are 
sturdy enough to withstand a warrior’s weight to sit or stand on, promise unrivaled insulation, 
indomitable durability, and an ice-holding power that defies the gods. These legends, crafted to 
conquer the harshest realms, bestow unyielding performance for ages to come.

Premium coolers are necessary for adventurers, campers, hunters, fishermen, and all those who 
seek to preserve their provisions. A steadfast companion, these masterpieces stand tall amidst the 
elements, embraced as an essential gear for every Viking’s odyssey.
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Cooler Latch and Closure Systems

The latch and closure systems in a cooler can make or break the model build. The latch safeguards 
against temperature breaches and preserves the sacred frost within. Look for a sturdy design and 
ensure that replacement latches and seals are readily available.

A strong latch system grants improved insulation resulting in better ice retention. No longer shall 
leaks or spills plague your noble quest, as the seal keeps it in lock during transport.

Why settle for the arduous yanks of lesser coolers when you can wield the power of the North in 
your hands? Our latches, the champions of closure, offer ease and simplicity. With a single click, 
they lock your treasures in a frosty embrace, ensuring a lifetime of unyielding grip.

Bid farewell to strained hands and embrace the ease of the true Viking way – open and close with 
the effortless grace of our latches. In your hands, they become the key to a cooler realm where 
durability reigns supreme. 

Cooler Drain Systems

Drain systems stand as vital keys to operation and ease. Their purpose: making it convenient to 
drain your frosty companion. A hose can be hooked up to the “viking series” drain plugs to drain 
water away from the cooler, for instance if the cooler is in a car. 

Look for simple and effective mechanisms — whether it be plugs or spigots — make sure there is a 
chain attached so the cap never strays. 

A well-designed drain system allows ease of cleaning, banishing stagnant waters, and safeguarding 
the sustenance within.

Accessories and Add-Ons

Accessories and add-ons are solely up to the adventurer’s discretion — They boast useful features 
such as bottle openers, baskets, detachable cup holders, chopping boards, dividers, or external 
storage pockets on soft sided coolers. 

Such add-ons enhance the cooler’s very essence — convenience and functionality intertwine, and 
your provisions will find perfect arrangement. Embrace the art of selecting accessories, for in doing 
so, the cooler’s performance reaches its zenith, tailored to your every whim.

Check to see if your manufacturer bestows  these riches or if you will have to purchase separately. 
The path you choose shall define the value of your premium cooler, an ode to your quest’s fortune.
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Ice Types: Crushed, Blocks, Packs, or Dry

Most coolers are designed to accommodate crushed ice, which can provide great cooling.

Crushed Ice: A favored choice, crushed ice takes center stage for its rapid cooling prowess. It 
swiftly chills your provisions, making it an easy choice for your day-to-day escapades. Mixing with 
blocks is ideal and ensures long days of icy adventures. 

Blocks: Behold the regal ice blocks, masters of longevity. When your journey demands enduring 
chill, these frosty titans shall reign supreme, preserving your supplies for the longest odyssey.

Dry Ice: When the quest for meat’s safekeeping beckons, this ethereal ice proves an unparalleled 
ally, cloaking your provisions in frigid embrace.

Packs: Reusable, convenient, and ever-ready, they dance alongside your provisions, providing a 
reliable cooling, time and time again. Our trusty ice packs are multi-purpose — serving as a trusty 
companion during a grocery run, keeping ice longer, and used as a divider in our coolers.

Choose the right icy muse to work in tandem with your cooler.

Cooler Warranties

Warranties shield against flaws or malfunctions crafted by the hands of manufacturers. A worthy 
warranty indicates the manufacturer’s confidence in the quality and durability of their product. It 
guarantees that if any problems happen during the warranty period, the buyer will be able to re-
ceive repairs, replacements, or refunds.

Cooler warranties provide peace of mind and add value to the investment by protecting against 
unforeseen costs. Buyers should review warranty terms and select one with reliable coverage to 
ensure long-term enjoyment for all the adventures that lie ahead.

Hard-Sided vs. Soft-Sided Coolers

Hard coolers stand tall in diverse shapes and sizes — ready to host gatherings, tailgating feasts, 
and camping quests. A marvel of insulation mastery, these noble companions wield the power to 
preserve ice for days on end. But their valor extends beyond the realm of refreshment, for some 
models don the mantle of versatility acting as step stools, casting platforms, tables, or even sturdy 
seats, serving as a beacon of durability for any outdoor festivity.

Soft-sided coolers are flexible pouches, resembling bags with messenger-style straps or backpack 
designs. Flexing portability and ease, they are champions of day trips, hiking ventures, and sun-
ny golf games. Though their insulation may be gentler and long-term storage less their forte, they 
shine in their compressible nature and easy storage, offering unparalleled convenience.
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Conclusion

Both the warriors of the soft-sided and the hard-sided realms bear unique arms and strengths, 
each attuned to their own quests, needs, and terrains.

If your journey calls for an agile, versatile companion, the soft-sided ally stands ready. Affordable 
and nimble, it’s the choice for everyday skirmishes and shorter escapades.

Yet, when your path winds through the frozen wastelands, and the battle endures, the hard-sided 
sentinel emerges triumphant. It keeps the provisions cold for endless nights, undaunted by the 
fiercest elements.

Discover the Chosen Ones: Click Here
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